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A celebrated writer on contemporary art and queer culture argues that Andy Warhol s films enable
us to see differently, and to see a different world. We didn t think of our movies as underground or
commercial or art or porn; they were a little of all of those, but ultimately they were just our kind of
movie. -- Andy Warhol Andy Warhol was a remarkably prolific filmmaker, creating more than 100
movies and nearly 500 of the film portraits known as Screen Tests. And yet relatively little has been
written about this body of work. Warhol withdrew his films from circulation in the early 1970s and it
was only after his death in 1987 that they began to be restored and shown again. With Our Kind of
Movie Douglas Crimp offers the first single-authored book about the full range of Andy Warhol s
films in forty years -- and the first since the films were put back into circulation. In six essays, Crimp
examines individual films, including Blow Job, Screen Test No. 2, and Warhol s cinematic
masterpiece The Chelsea Girls (perhaps the most...
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Reviews
A really amazing pdf with perfect and lucid reasons. This really is for anyone who statte there was not a worth reading through. Your daily life span is
going to be transform when you comprehensive looking at this book.
-- Ma la chi B r a un
This is the very best book i actually have read till now. It is loaded with knowledge and wisdom I am just easily could get a satisfaction of reading a created
ebook.
-- Ena Huel
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